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1. Commit - Why Do You Want to Develop Business? 
At the end of 12 months, I will have:  

Enhanced my compensation by this amount: ______________.  I will do this by originating this 
amount of work:______________. 

Controlled my time by billing this amount of hours: ______________.  To ensure that the 
revenue equation comes out in my favor [(Working Attorney Receipts + Origination Credit) - 
(Compensation + Overhead)], I will originate this amount of work: ______________. 

Developed a practice I care about, which is:  

2. Clarify - What is Your Unique Value Proposition? 
Accomplishments. 
List 10 professional accomplishments.  For each one, answer these questions: 

- What is the name of the achievement? 
- What was your role in bringing it about? 
- What business problem did you solve? 
- What was the source of that problem (external events, competitors, etc.)? 
- What specific steps did you take to solve that problem? 
- What did you do differently to solve that problem? 
- How did that approach result in a positive business outcome (from the client’s 

perspective)? 

What You Enjoy 
Look over your list of accomplishments.  Reflect on which experience you enjoyed the most 
and why. 

Think about a personal experience or accomplishment that is really meaningful to you.  What 
was it about that experience that made it so uniquely satisfying? 

Uncover your innate strengths.  There are many resources to do this, but one of the best ones 
is  the VIA Character Strengths Survey, which is backed by rigorous research (and free).  The 
Survey, as well as useful resources to interpret it, are available at: http://
www.viacharacter.org/www/Character-Strengths-Survey. 

Your Firm’s Unique Value Proposition 
- What are your firm’s (or your practice group’s) competitive advantages?   
- What is your firm (or your practice group) uniquely good at? 
- What is its marketing/branding strategy?   
- Are there particular markets, industries, sectors, or regions on which it is focusing? 
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3. Target - Identify Your Ideal Client 
Review the accomplishments that brought you the most satisfaction.  Create a composite of 
your ideal client by identifying the commonalities among the clients involved: 
- Were they large or small companies?  Parents or subsidiaries?  Publicly traded or private?  

US- or foreign-based?   
- What industries do they operate in?   
- What is their culture like?   
- What is their mission?   
- Is their sales model consumer facing, business to business or something else?   
- Do they make products or services?   
- Who regulates them?   
- What legal issues do they have?   
- What business challenges do they face now and in the future?   
- What are the sources/causes of those challenges? 

Verify that this type of client is aligned with your firm’s unique value proposition or overall 
strategy by checking in with your firm’s business development infrastructure. 

4. Plan 
To accomplish my goals, I will devote _____ hours each week to BD.  

I will schedule this time as follows:  

 I will track my BD efforts via:  

To accomplish my goals, I will focus my time on up to three of these modalities: 

_____% one on one meetings 
 
_____% public speaking 
 
_____% social media, blogging  

_____% traditional publications (journals, Law360)  

_____ to _____ Monday  
_____ to _____ Tuesday  
_____ to _____ Wednesday

_____ to _____ Thursday  
_____ to _____ Friday

_____Firm CRM  
_____ My own CRM (Contactually) 

_____ Time entry system  
_____ Spreadsheets, journal (manually) 
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_____% firm citizenship, pro bono or charitable work (high profile firm committees, non-profit 
boards, free legal work for prominent community organizations)  

5. Sell  
Insight Driven 

What are the business challenges each of these constituencies is facing?  

What are your unique insights about these business challenges?  

How will you stay on top of these business challenges so you can provide continual insights?  

_____ Search alerts (Google, Lexis- Nexis, Westlaw) 
  
_____ News aggregator (Feedly) 

_____ Formal business intelligence  

_____ Industry-specific websites, blogs (via firm)  

_____ Social media (LinkedIn, Twitter) 

Constituency Current Business Challenges 
Anticipated Business 

Challenges 
(next 6-12 months)

Existing clients: 

Clients/industries of other 
lawyers with the firm: 

New prospects: 

Constituency Unique Insight 

Existing clients: 

Clients/industries of other 
lawyers with the firm: 

New prospects: 
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Relationship Driven 
 
I will nurture these relationships as follows for the next 12 months:  

6. Analyze  
I will commit to re-evaluating my overall approach to business development every 90 days.  

To determine what is and is not working, I will: 
(1) Asses my overall progress towards my goals and the ROI of the time I have sent on BD 
over the previous 90 days; 

(2) Identify the key intervening events that led to my successes, and adjust my  
approach to create more similar opportunities; 

(3) Identify where I fell short of my goals and objectively identify 1-3 things I could do  
differently and adjust my approach to remove the one thing that is the least helpful.  

Contact Goal
# of desired 

“touches” in 12 
months

Ideas for ways to get 
together

[Internal contacts]  
other lawyers, BD/ 
Marketing leadership 

[External contacts] 
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